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Instruments for:

VENTILATION
INDOOR CLIMATE

AIR QUALITY
WATER QUALITY

HYDROLOGY
METEOROLOGY

 
 
 

 Description 
        

Altimeter n°20 

 

 
Altimeter with an extended range of 5.000 meters or 15.000 feet.  
Weather forecast is made easy by using the integrated barometer dial 
when on tour or at home.  
For use onboard a car the altimeter is supplied with a dashboard 
mounting.  
Weight 40 g, dial Ø 60 mm. 

  
 Altimeter n°25 

 

 
Altimeter 4000 m with barometer, black synthetics case with chromed 
brass ring Ø 65 mm, white dial Ø 60 mm, weight 40 g with leather case 
and thong. 

 
Altimeter n°27 

 

 
Altimeter 2500 m, black synthetics  
case Ø 65 mm, black dial Ø 60 mm,  
weight 40 g,  
with dashboard mounting 

 
 Altimeter n°29 
 

 

 
Altimeter 4000 m, divided in 4 x 1000 m,  
with barometer, black synthetics case Ø 65 mm,  
white dial Ø 60 mm,  
weight 40 g, with leather case and thong. 
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Altimeter n°39 

 

 
Altimeter 6000 m, divided in 6 x 1000 m,  
with barometer, black metal case Ø 65 mm,  
white dial Ø 60 mm, weight 150 gr.  
with leather case and thong. 

        
Altimeter / Compass / Weather-station digit. n°44 

 

 
No. 44 is an altimeter with integrated compass and with a full weather-
station, air pressure reading, bar chart for pressure changes and weather 
forecast with symbols. In addition the instruments shows an altitude profile 
and allows to store the maximum/minimum heights as well as total 
ascending. The device incorporates a clock with stop watch function. Case 
plastic, 60x75 mm, Display 35 mm, weight 45 g. 

    
Altimeter / Windmeter / Handheld weather-station n°525 

 

 
The highly precise weather station with multiple functions uses Swiss 
sensors for measuring the surrounding weather data. The MeteoGuide 
PRO is the perfect companion for outdoor activities like sailing, surfing, 
kiting, hang- gliding, hiking or even mountaineering. The device always 
gives reliable information about weather tendency, temperature, humidity 
or wind speed in km/h, knots and beaufort. The sapphire bedded propeller 
already responses at 3 km/h wind speed, also windchill can be displayed. 
If you are a mountaineer it is especially important to know how the 
weather will develop. In addition to the weather symbols displayed, the 
MeteoGuide Pro gives information about the dew point- this is a relevant 
parameter regarding fog. The menu of the MeteoGuide PRO is easy to 
handle, in seconds all desired information will be displayed; like setting the 
sailing timer or getting waked up by the alarm function. 

        

 
 
Prices : from Raeren (B), VAT of 21% not included 
Payment : on delivery 
Delivery time : 4 - 6 weeks 
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